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11Introduction

12As a research community, the International Society of the Learning Sciences has always
13worked hard to maintain representation across multiple dimensions of diversity, including, but
14certainly not limited to regions and disciplines. The events of this past Summer challenge both
15our personal senses of safety and wellbeing as well as our bonds of community and joint
16engagement, which rest upon that foundation, a foundation meant to enable a productive
17synergy in the light of diversity. In this time that shakes us to our very core, we reflect on our
18research with renewed vigor, asking ourselves the hard questions of what we stand for as a
19community. In the research of the learning sciences, we strive to further STEM education
20(Matuk and Linn 2018; Solli et al. 2018), but now our faith even in science is challenged as we
21look to an uncertain future with respect to a vaccine for COVID 19. In our CSCL research, we
22advocate for support that increases transactivity in the collaborative interactions supported in
23our learning environments (van Heijst et al. 2019), but in both our personal and professional
24lives we struggle to engage with communities whose political beliefs are far different from our
25own. We conduct research in the hopes to foster a sense of agency and self-efficacy in the
26students our research touches (Lee and Song 2016; Tchounikine 2019), and yet the natural
27disasters around us challenge the extent to which we can truly believe we are in control. In the
28midst of these shifting sands, we offer to this community the September edition of the
29International Journal of Computer-Supported Collaborative learning, comprising four full
30articles and one squib, all of which speak to these themes, with a consistent deep inspection
31of processes of collaboration. In the words of Gutiérrez and Jurow (2016), we look hopefully
32into these processes “that empower learners to become authors of their own futures”. Though
33we as a journal community greatly value both large scale quantitative research (Holtz et al.
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342018) and deep, reflective qualitative research, in this time of quiet reflection, we offer a
35collection fully within the qualitative tradition, though we look forward to strong empirical
36articles in future editions of the journal.

37Making sense through interaction

38The first three articles of this edition present a progression of methodologies for qualitative
39inspection of collaborative discussion processes, each of which brings novelty in its methods
40as well as in the questions asked of the data.
41In the first such article, “Data Wrangling Practices and Learning with Aggregated Data in
42Talk-in-Interaction”, Shiyan Jiang and Jennifer Kahn offer a timely investigation of collabo-
43rative sense making regarding data representations, building on past CSCL work in which
44students similarly worked with interactive visual representations (Ingulfson Q1, Furberg, and
45Strømme, 2018; Davis et al. 2015; Oner 2016). This paper delves deeply into the sense
46making processes students engage in as they work with novel, interactive data visualization
47tools that enable them to interact with representations of their respective family histories.
48During the process they reason about the data as they work towards constructing a narrative
49describing their emerging understanding of the data. The teacher plays a critical role in
50scaffolding their interaction with the data and narrative construction through their collaborative
51discourse with the students as they think alongside the students in their sensemaking work.
52Videos of the collaborative interactions between teachers and students are analyzed in depth,
53both in terms of the discussion and in terms of observed gestures. Though the primary
54collaboration that is in evidence in this paper is that between the teacher and students rather
55than between students, the nature of the collaborative discourse is telling, and a future vision
56where the findings can be applied in collaborative learning contexts where students work
57together on such sense making and narrative construction activities are discussed. In addition
58to the ideas for future application in CSCL settings offered by the article, it is noteworthy that
59we can observe a collaborative sensemaking process around us as we observe in the interna-
60tional press evidence of intertextual interactions implicit within the narrative renditions of
61sensemaking about data related to COVID 19, the effects of mitigation strategies, and the race
62for a vaccine, some of which are presented to the world through interactive data visualizations
63as in the Jiang and Kahn article. It is a challenge for this CSCL community to reflect on what
64we learn from this article about how we as researchers first join this extended conversation as
65we ourselves interact with those texts. Then as individuals more savvy about scientific
66processes than many of our neighbors, friends, and family members, we may also play the
67role of the teacher as we engage with our communities in the interaction that ensues.
68The second article, by Susan Margaret Bridges, Cindy Hmelo-Silver, Lap Ki Chan, Judith
69Green, and Asmaline Saleh, is entitled “Dialogic intervisualizing in multimodal inquiry”.
70Similar to Jiang and Kahn, this article highlights the important role of the facilitator, this time
71in connection with Problem Based Learning (PBL) specifically in a medical school context.
72Also similar to Jiang and Kahn, they conduct an extensive analysis of video data, expanding
73upon earlier Sociocutural analyses of video data (Bezemer 2017; Danish 2018; Kershner et al.
742010; Koschmann 1999; Steier et al. 2019). Again, as in the previous article, students and
75facilitator work together to co-construct a narrative of sorts. What is particular to their
76approach is an innovative methodological lens referred to as Interactional Ethnography (IE),
77which is a logic-of-inquiry that can be used to examine collaborative processes as
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78undergraduate students and their facilitator “access, review, appropriate and devise multimodal
79digital and visual texts”. They refer to their novel conceptualization of the co-constructive
80process over time as dialogic intervisualizing, designed to capture the interplay between the
81conversation, the broader collaborative problem solving processes, and the evolving artifacts
82produced during the interaction. They draw heavily from sociolinguistics, especially
83Silverstein’s (2003) concept of “indexical order”, which offers theoretical tools for explaining
84how conceptual objects can be decontextualized and then recontextualized to transform and
85then move them between modalities or between distinct contexts within the same modality.
86Moving forward, we expect learning in a medical context to grow in prominence over the next
87several years, and thus this study provides needed insights about how students learn together as
88they prepare to serve as doctors in the wake of a pandemic.
89The third article brings in a less frequently studied context in the CSCL literature, but one
90that we would like to see more of, specifically collaboration in maker spaces. The devised
91methodology may be the most innovative of the three, building on a textiles metaphor to
92expand upon earlier process visualization research that grows out of the same PBL literature
93that formed the backdrop for the Bridges et al. article (Hmelo-Silver et al. 2011). In particular,
94Sini Riikonen, Pirita Seitamaa-Hakkarainen & Kai Hakkarainen present an article entitled
95“Bringing maker practices to school: Tracing discursive and materially mediated aspects of
96student teams’ collaborative making processes”. Their innovative methods were developed for
97the purpose of investigating socially and materially mediated collaborative processes of co-
98invention as teams of seventh-grade students engaged in collaborative making. The interesting
99insights that become visible in the analysis illustrate the ways in which social-discursive and
100materially mediated aspects of making are intertwined, and that this entanglement must be an
101integral part of elucidating these processes. An added challenge is that the objects of co-
102construction evolve and change throughout the interaction. By providing visibility into this
103entanglement, the analysis is able to illustrate how successful teams were able to sort out their
104coordination challenges during the co-invention process.
105Like the earlier two papers, the important role of the facilitator is in evidence here. They
106conclude by acknowledging the resources in terms of “design, fabrication methods, mechanics
107and materials, and the pedagogics of invention and making” that teachers bring to the table.
108Though CSCL values interaction between peers first and foremost, the three articles in this
109section highlight the extent to which this collaboration does not come without support, and in
110particular, offer three examples where that support is offered in human form with a personal
111touch. The teachers and facilitators who provided scaffolding in these three studies bring value
112in their human touch to these collaborative encounters, participating within the conversational
113interactions in richer ways than automated conversational agents will ever be able to. In the
114midst of the changing landscape of education during COVID 19, in as much as our community
115brings expertise in the form of automated structuring and support for collaboration, let us stop
116here to appreciate the value of the human touch, even as we are keenly aware of its lessening
117availability during this time.

118Building community and building equity together

119The final full article and squib each touch upon the theme of scaffolded knowledge building.
120First, Susan Yoon presents an article entitled “Encouraging Collaboration and Building
121Community in Online Asynchronous Professional Development: Designing for Social
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122Capital” in which a deployment of scaffolding for collaborative knowledge building is
123investigated in the midst of an online teacher professional development community.
124Professional development is a key aspect of the continuing education of teachers especially
125in the face of increasing demands in terms of changing standards, but generally comes with a
126cost in terms of the human effort of facilitators and time taken away from instruction. Building
127online support communities fostering this development has the potential to lessen both costs as
128emerging social structures provide an environment in which teachers provide resources for
129each other (Lieberman and Mace 2010; Hatch et al. 2006; Booth 2012) in terms of asynchro-
130nous joint problem solving regarding problems they each experience in their own respective
131work contexts (Alterman and Harsch 2017; Jeong et al. 2017). Here, Social Capital is
132considered evidence within a network of the sharing of knowledge and resources as well as
133providing access to expertise. In particular, this article reports on an intervention administered
134to teachers that involved both social capital mechanisms and teacher learning in the midst of an
135online professional development course, with the goal of enhancing online participation in the
136course and collaborative knowledge building. The course afforded asynchronous engagement,
137which was necessary given the very demanding schedules of teachers, however the
138asychronicity at the same time posed challenges for joint engagement in knowledge building.
139To address the challenges, automated scaffolds for interaction processes were provided as part
140of the intervention. Transactivity, with its underlying social underpinnings (Gweon et al. 2013)
141and evidence of correlation with expertise transfer (Gweon et al. 2011) was measured as a
142process indicator of the success of the intervention. The results point both to the overall
143success of the intervention and the importance of social capital in online professional devel-
144opment communities as well as to important areas for potential improvement in future
145iterations. As the extended community of instructors, including both K12 and post-secondary,
146step out of this Summer and into a Fall, we walk forward into new challenges with respect to
147returning to face-to-face instruction, and the potential for new waves of the virus. This article
148speaks of how research in CSCL can be used to build community among teachers, and thus
149increase the amount of available support for these instructors as they reach out for one another,
150even in the midst of their busy schedules, and under increased strain and danger.
151The final article, a squib entitled “Finding a Place for Equity in CSCL: A Lever for
152Sustained Educational Change” by Suraj Uttamchandani, Ayesha Bhimdiwala, and Cindy
153Hmelo-Silver, bring us full circle to issues of equity in line with concerns raised at the start of
154this editorial. This author team agrees with Hod et al. (2018) in their expression of hope in the
155potential of CSCL to contribute towards large scale educational change. Their overall aim is to
156argue in favor of what they refer to as “ambitious learning practices”, which they argue are
157practices that “can empower students, support shared meaning-making, and potentially disrupt
158social inequality”. They connect discussion of these issues with a current trend in CSCL
159research, namely adaptive forms of scripted collaboration (Wang et al. 2017), especially in
160connection with conversational agents (Tegos et al. 2016; Rosé and Ferschke 2016). In their
161article they weigh and balance their perspective on the potential costs and benefits of
162automated forms of adaptive collaborative learning support, raising questions related to blind
163spots, bias, or lack of nuance in underlying model predictions. These are concerns raised
164within the popular press regarding increasing awareness of Artificial Intelligence (AI) applied
165in many every day experiences and connect in obvious ways with the issues regarding equity
166and diversity raised earlier. It should be well noted that these are issues very much at the
167forefront of research in AI and Machine Learning (ML), especially in the area of AI
168transparency, explainability, and fairness (Holstein et al. 2019; Shah and Lipton 2020;
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169Wang et al. 2020), and the popular press portrayal as AI alternately as hero and foe can
170sometimes be taken up and amplified, even by experts of other fields, to the detriment of all.
171Taking instead a reasonable stance, Uttamchandani and colleagues end their use case discus-
172sion reaffirming the potential for these forms of collaboration support to bring positive change.
173To ensure a positive change, the topics surrounding fairness in machine learning should be
174jointly investigated going forward by CSCL researchers in collaboration with core Machine
175Learning researchers in order that deep insights into the root causes of potential unfairness in
176trained models can properly be taken into account alongside deep expertise into the context of
177use. In this way, all of the necessary ingredients will be at hand to enable innovating effective
178mitigation strategies.

179Moving ahead call for special issue proposals

180As we move forward, step-by-step, let us find inspiration in our research as it reminds us of the
181important work we have cut out for ourselves. In that light, we look forward to new
182submissions, building upon the traditions of rigorous empiricism as well as thick description
183that are both strengths, and stretching us in new directions that give us hope and a future.
184In the spirit of eagerly pursuing an increased flow of submissions to the journal, for the first
185time, the co-editors-in-chief announce an Open Call for a Special Issue, which offers a team of
186authors the opportunity to work on an interconnected set of papers about an innovative theme.
187This 2021 Open Call for a Special Issue of the International Journal of Computer-Supported
188Collaborative Learning solicits high-quality proposals that will be evaluated in a highly
189competitive procedure.
190The call welcomes contributions covering any topics within the scope of the journal. The
191journal serves as a forum for experts from such disciplines as education, computer science,
192information technology, psychology, communications, linguistics, anthropology, sociology,
193and business. Articles investigate how to design the technological settings for collaboration
194and how people learn in the context of collaborative activity. Thus, the papers included in
195special issue proposals may represent a variety of theoretical perspectives and different
196methodological approaches. The major criteria in the review and the selection process concern
197the significance of the contribution to the area of Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning,
198and the rigor of the study. Proposals for Special Issues should be sent by December 15, 2020
199directly to the co-Editors-in-Chief, Professors Sanna Järvelä (sanna.jarvela@oulu.fi) and
200Carolyn Rosé (cprose@cs.cmu.edu). Detailed requirements and process information can be
201found on the ISLS website.
202
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